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On the face of it, the 5.2% uptick in India’s Index of Industrial Production (IIP) this January is a
good new year tiding for a metric that had seen two months of contraction in the previous five
months. With the Gross-Value Added (GVA) in the economy by the manufacturing sector
shrinking 3.6% in the July to September 2022 and 1.1% in the October to December 2022
quarters, one would hope that the final quarter of this financial year bucks this trend. To that
end, January’s factory output numbers offer moderate, although not necessarily adequate,
encouragement. For one, the rise is almost twice the insipid 2.6% growth averaged in the
previous quarter and marks a 4.7% improvement from output levels in December 2022. Double-
digit growth in electricity and capital goods lifted the IIP, aided by a 9.6% rise in primary goods
and an 8%-odd rise in mining and infrastructure goods (a three-month low for both).
Manufacturing rose 3.7%, which is slightly better than December’s 3.1% increase, but 10 of 23
tracked sub-sectors recorded contractions in output and five of those slipped more than 10%
from January 2022 levels. Textiles factories pared production by over 11%, wood products fell
by 12.6%, wearing apparel units slashed output by 22.3%, while computers and electronics
manufacturing fell 29.6%. As many as seven sectors have clocked output declines over the first
10 months of 2022-23, including electrical equipment, computers, pharma and the employment-
intensive textiles, apparel and leather.

Weakening global demand is surely hurting factory order books and the increasingly hawkish
monetary policy outlook in critical markets for Indian exporters such as the United State, do not
augur well. On Friday, when the IIP numbers were released, global oil prices fell by another
1.3% as markets expect rate hikes by central banks will hurt demand (and export orders). Of
equal concern for the Reserve Bank of India’s Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) members,
when they meet in early April, would be how domestic demand is holding up. Two MPC
members had already flagged concerns about interest rates turning too high for comfort at its
February meeting — one termed India’s growth as ‘extremely fragile’. The signals from
consumer goods production numbers in January’s IIP are not too enthusing. While consumer
durables output shrank sharply year-on-year for the second successive month, it was almost
15% below pre-COVID levels. Non-durable consumption items grew 6.2%, the slowest pace in
three months, with total output this year still below 2021-22 levels. A K-shaped recovery may be
officially denied, but industry is pointing to a slower rebound in lower income and rural
segments. All is still not well.
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